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The New Gleaner S9 Series
The new Gleaner S9 Series is designed to meet challenges. It blends technology and know-how to give you the
very best in control, comfort and combine performance. The more prominent changes in the S9 Series come
in four areas:
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1.

The way you control the combine. We have a new
system for setting, operating and monitoring the
combine.

2.

Comfort and use. Perhaps the most noticeable
change on the machine is the new Vision cab. It
features expanded visibility, interior space and has
controls positioned where they’re easy to locate
and use.

3.

Technology. The S9 Series has more technology
options than any Gleaner before it. From monitoring
performance to controlling guidance, the new
system has powerful options and is easier to use.

4.

Intelligent upgrades. We made a series of upgrades
to our powertrain, feeder house, Smart Cooling™ and
other areas to give you better use and performance.
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The All New Vision Cab
With the newly redesigned Vision™ cab come improved
remote operated mirrors with a new heated option.
A whole new A/C and HVAC system with improved
capacity to match the larger cab environment. A new
updated color scheme and redesigned cab headliner
are all part of an interior that incorporates electronic
shifting and electronic parking brake. The Gleaner
S9 Series Vision™ cab is offered in 2 configurations
to match any customer’s needs, a standard cab and
a deluxe cab. The deluxe cab is equipped with all the
components found in the standard cab, plus the
following additional comfort items:
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•

Heated adjustable mirrors

•

Premier™ fabric seat with leather side bolsters and
heating and cooling

•

Heated and cooled storage area located under the
instructor seat

•

(4) Kicker™ speakers with subwoofer

NightSight™ lighting is not included in the deluxe cab but is a
required upgrade

The Vision™ cab also features a new re-designed
entry deck and ladder for improved rigidity. The deck
mounts on a support beam that spans across the
combine allowing the ladder to slide in and out for
adjustment and shipping.

The feeder house has been lengthened to provide for
better visibility and the S9 is equipped with a new
power swivel ladder to maintain visibility from the cab
while the ladder is in the transport position.

The new multi-function control handle incorporates
some great new features that eliminate the need to
remove your hand from the handle while harvesting:
•

Auto-Guide engage

•

One-touch auto header height control

You will really like the new lighting package with a
programmable memory much like the radio “preset”
button in your car. This allows the operator to turn on/
off the specific lights desired with the touch of a single
button.

•

One-touch return to cut

•

One-touch raise above the cut line

•

Auto-Guide nudge built into back of the palm pad

•

2 user configurable cruise speeds

Gleaner S9 combines come available with a standard
or deluxe radio option and both radio options include
Bluetooth® capabilities.

The Vision cab features the new Tyton™ Terminal with
four quadrants, easy to read Gleaner graphics and
simplified navigation through the screens.

The new S9 Series also has automatic exit lighting that
will turn the left hand row finder off after 4.5 minutes
when the combine is parked.

This new terminal is capable of :

The Vision cab features a completely redesigned control
console located to the right of the operator for quick
easy access to all necessary combine functions.

•

2 user configurable display quadrants

•

Combine settings control

•

One-touch crop settings

•

One-touch combine calibrations

•

Combine diagnostics

•

Integrated yield mapping with FIELDSTAR LIVE™ or
Ag Leader®
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Benchmark

in Devils Lake, North Dakota
Over the years, Gleaner has made it a point to spend
a lot of time in the field running our S Series combines
in benchmark testing against John Deere and CaseIH to see how our machines not only perform in
comparison to the competition, but to see how crop
conditions change across North America and how
well machines are able to react to those conditions.
Over the last several years, benchmark testing with
competition has taken us to wheat and grass seed
in the Pacific North West to the southern plains of
Oklahoma and Kansas and this year to Illinois and
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to Rolla, North Dakota just a stone’s throw from
the Canadian border and a little bit of a drive from
Devil’s Lake, North Dakota. We decided to spend a
week with our dealer, Butler Machinery in Devils Lake
and to do some bench mark testing with a Gleaner
S78 class 7 and S88 class 8 combine and with a Claas
Lexion 750 combine in 80 bushel spring wheat and
approximately 100 bushel straw in an area where
combines run at 100% engine load and the straw is
damp and tough.
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The Lexion 750 class 8 machine was running a 40’
MacDon draper header and the Gleaners were
running a Gleaner 40’ DynaFlex draper header.
Each test was conducted for one hour. We documented
the acres covered, documented each load for each
machine in the one hour period and documented the
total pounds and total bushels harvested for each
machine. We also did loss checks using pans that were
thrown under the machines to determine loss and we
counted the seeds. We also calculated loss by making
a pass with each machine the same distance and
weighing the grain for each machine. We also took
samples during the course of the afternoon and sent
them to the elevator to determine dockage due to
foreign material. We measured the fuel consumption
with a fuel truck filling both machines at the end of
the one hour period.
All three machines with the losses we counted dividing
by the length of the drop pan that we used to get a
square foot for loss.
In the analysis of loss, the Gleaner S88 showed a loss
rate of 0.3 while the Lexion had showed 0.5 on one
catch and 0.1 with the second catch. Given the chance
to do this loss catch again, we would do 5 catches,
throw out outlying results and average the remaining
catches. This would remove the inconsistency of
burps, hesitations and fluctuations in field conditions.
That’s the technique our engineers use and the one we
recommend to achieve better accuracy and consistency.
It should be noted that these end results should not
be expected as a daily average of either machine in
every condition. This one hour test was performed in
the heat of the day in optimal weather conditions.

Combine
Class

If we learned anything from doing loss checks it’s that
they’re a lot harder than we planned for. The industry
standard recommends we take at least 30 feet of
sample and five different samples to create a fuller view
of loss levels. We took two samples per machine which
won’t give a full picture but it gives a starting point.
One important disclosure we should make is that we
threw out an outlying score. On the first pass with
the S88, we inadvertently started with the chaffer
set tight around 9-10 and the sieve wide open when
we should have been set the other way around. For
obvious reasons this gave us a huge loss sample- more
than two bushels per acre. When we noticed it, we
quickly corrected it and because the erroneous data
was clearly incorrect, we did not include that sample.
Both combines were run at 100% engine load and
both combines were run by operators experienced
in each machine. The Gleaner did feature some
modifications made by the dealer that are typical
for the area and conditions-including a change to the
feederhouse that is similar to the new design on the
S9 Series. The Lexion was setup for local conditions
but not modified in any major way.
One week in Devils Lake was instructive for all of us.
Many of us knew about these tough conditions but
it was a good experience to see for ourselves. We
also enjoyed seeing the two combines run together. A
reminder that this is one field and one condition but
the process showed us what each combine is capable
of in a matched condition and what performance
each combine had relative to the other.

Gleaner S78

Gleaner S88

Claas Lexion 750

Class 7

Class 8

Class 8

Engine

2015 Tier 4F

2014 Tier 4i

Header

40’ Gleaner DynaFlex™ draper header

40’ MacDon draper header

Test duration

1 hour

Crop

Spring wheat

Average yield
Moisture ❶
Protein

❶

Test Weight

80 bu./ac.
15%

14.7%

14.7%

13.3

13.8

13.6

❶

61.2 lbs./bu.

61.4 lbs./bu.

60.9 lbs./bu.

Dockage ❶ (Samples 1 & 2)

1.3 & 0.9 % FM

0.9 & 0.9 % FM

1.7 & 1.2 % FM

Rotor: 540 seeds
Shoe: 97 seeds

Rotor: 7g / 123 seeds
Shoe: 7g / 130 seeds

511 seeds / 0.5 bu./ac.❸

36g / 637 seeds / 0.8 bu./ac.

14g / 253 seeds / 0.3 bu./ac.

15

15.9

16

72,740 lbs. | 1,212 bushels

78,140 lbs. | 1,302 bushels

81,550 lbs. | 1,359 bushels

19.1 gal. | 1.27 gal./ac.

19.4 gal. | 1.22 gal./ac.

18.8 gal. | 1.18 gal./ac.

Loss ❷

Total acres covered
Total crop harvested
Total fuel consumption

100 seeds / 0.1 bu./ac.❸

❶ Data provided by elevator. ❷ Loss calculated using method in Gleaner Quick Reference Guide. ❸ Two loss catches were performed
for the Lexion.
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Gleaner S9 Feeder House Optimization
A number of changes have been made to the feeder house of the new S9 combines to optimize performance
and improve feeding capacity in difficult crop conditions such as heaving canola and green stem soybeans
where uneven feeding can occur. Here are some of the big changes:
•

We have lowered the feeder house by half and inch and raised the feeder house runners and torque tube half an inch . This
results in a 1-inch clearance under the torque tube and a half inch clearance under the feed shaft. This change reduces stress
on the shaft, yet maintains good control of the crop mat in these difficult conditions.

•

The rear feed conveyor top shaft has been moved forward 1.5 inches and up 10mm to optimize performance to the rock trap.
The inside rear shaft is equipped with a larger bearing.

•

Feed drum rings have been added to reduce the chance for rock damage to feed chain slats.

•

The feeder house has been lengthened 4.8 inches which provides greater visibility and the geometry on the header lift
cylinders have been re-designed for excellent liftability.

These changes will have a great impact on the S9 feeder house performance.
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Gleaner Owners
Excited Over Feeder
House Optimization
On R and S Series
What an amazing story that I want to share with all of
our Gleaner owners on what I reported to you in the 1st
issue of the Gleaner newsletter in the spring of 2015.
Last September, based on Gleaner engineering working
with several customers in Manitoba discovered a major
feeder house enhancement that will increase feeder
house capacity in heavy, high density canola and also in
heavy gnarly soybeans and provide a smoother natural
crop flow and reduce any chance of potential plugging.
This enhancement was done to quite a few machines
in Canada this summer and fall with incredible results
in canola and wheat. A number of machines in the U.S.
have had the enhancement done in corn and soybeans
with equally incredible results.
Wedging of the crop was causing extreme pressure on
the feeder house runners and torque tube. This caused
the clutch to slip from the excess drag from the chain
and compression of crop over a distance, thus requiring
increased horsepower. This does allow the chain to be
forced into the root of the sprocket to prevent potential
jumping of the teeth. This enhancement raises the
runners and tube, lowers the power required by the clutch
due to less drag and does not create a wedge anymore
with the stationary members.
Even though the distance from the sprocket to the lower
floor is the same, the rotation of the shaft with minimum
crop travel distance, negates this, and provides better
control of the crop as you feed to the rear chain. Larger
clumps of material that come through from time to time,
can be broken up easier, and provide a smoother transition
of the material to the rear feed chain. This allows the
crop to be compressed at the rotating member for good
transfer to the rear feed conveyor. This change has made
an incredible difference in all machines that it has been
installed in and shown a major difference in canola and
soybeans. This has been installed in R Series, S7 Series,
and S8 Series combines with equally positive results in
all machines. Many dealers and customers have installed
the enhancement on their machines and it takes about
8 hours to do. I want to share a number of testimonials
of customers who have had the enhancement done to
their feeder house and you can ask them what impact
it made.
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Mark Silverthorn, Sikeston, Missouri
573-380-2867
Mark stated that he did the installation himself on his
Gleaner S77 combine and it took about 8 to 9 hours. The
machine ran much smoother in corn than it had ever had
before. In soybeans this year in a most difficult year, the
machine ran so much smoother and they were able to gain
a mile and a half versus past years in tougher conditions.
As we heard from everyone who had installed the change,
they were able to attain a much higher engine load as a
result of smoother feeding. Mark also indicated that
they were able to start an hour earlier and run later due
to the change. Mark’s wife drives the combine and she
could tell by the sound of the machine that there was a
big difference in performance. There was absolutely no
problems with the machine and he recommended that
anyone in soybeans will be glad they did it because of the
capacity and productivity gain.

Daryl Emms of Elm Creek, Manitoba
204-745-8443
A father-son operation, the Emms family run (2) Gleaner
S77 combines with a majority of their acres is canola and
wheat. They swath the majority of their crops and pick it up
with a pickup header. It is in canola that you are challenged
because if the windrows are not even and with the heavy
gnarly crop, it creates a lot of clumps that feed unevenly
and can create a wedging that we have experienced over
the last several years in uneven swaths. It is in canola
that this combine really shines with the feeder house
adaptation according to Daryl Emms. Harvesting in canola
seemed to be a white knuckle situation in past years. This
year with the change it was amazing what a difference in
the amount of engine load could be experienced with the
change. “In past years, the best we were able to achieve
was a 75-85% maximum engine load," stated Daryl. This
year we were able to experience 100% engine load and we
know we were able to easily achieve a 10% engine load
increase with this change. It was so much easier in keeping
the engine load maintained because the feeder house
change is eliminating any wedging and bunching of crop in
the feeder house. These combines are a different machine
and what a great harvest it was. I would recommend doing
this to any Gleaner machine if you are doing canola as it is
a game changer.

Marty NcNabb, Minnedosa, Manitoba
204-867-0043
Marty harvests with a Gleaner S77 combine and a Gleaner
R7 combine. 75% of their crop which is wheat is straight
cut, and 25% is canola and is swathed. His comments were
nothing but positive and reiterated what the others said
but felt he saw a 10% increase in productivity because
he was not stopping constantly or slowing down due to
the fear of plugging the feeder house. He felt his grain
cart operator was able to follow the machine much
easier because he was not having to slow down and stop
constantly to react to the combine when it had to slow
down. He recommended the feeder house change as it
made a huge difference in his overall operation. Better
feeding in wheat as well as a major difference in canola
were Marty’s positive comments.

Dennis Darling, Drummondville, Manitoba
Dennis had the feeder house enhancement put into his
Gleaner last year and this year had his second year with
great results and no negative results.

Many customers in Western Canada have installed
the feeder house optimization rework with incredible
results, in not only canola but wheat as well. The impact
in soybeans is equally as great since it has similarities to
canola. The consensus with many customers who have
done it whether it is a R Series or S Series believe there
is no downside, only upside.
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Gleaner S9 Launch a Huge Success
Gleaner held an exciting product launch in the large auditorium at Hesston, Kansas on October 12 and 13th to
a full house of dealers, customers and media. The event gave Gleaner a chance to acknowledge many groups
of 3 generation Gleaner owners and to share their priceless stories and photography with everyone who came
to the event. To help us tell the story in a special way we reached out to a special dance ensemble called the
Silhouettes who were featured on America’s Got Talent and were a big hit with all that attended the event.
The theme was centered around legacy and family, certainly two words that are synonymous with Gleaner
and its loyal customers and strong history. The S9 Series combines were launched to a very emotional group
who were quite impressed with the many changes in the new S9 Series, including the new Vision™ cab. The
entire show was recorded and broadcast on Rural America Live on Monday evening, November 23rd, 2015 at
7:00 p.m. central time. If you were not able to watch the show, it is available online at GleanerCombines.com
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with a number of features we demonstrated to the
onlookers. We ran our 12-row chopping corn head
with half the rows engaged and half disengaged so
everyone could see the job we could do with our new
knife rolls and many commented that they wouldn’t
need the chopping version. Everyone was impressed
with the minimal amount of trash that the corn head
took in. We also had some down corn so we got a
great chance to show off our corn head tilt feature on
our row units that allowed us the opportunity to get
down corn without a corn reel. If you haven’t seen our
new corn head please make sure to see your Gleaner
dealer and Take Command of Your Harvest.

Buddy Barr on the
Custom Harvest Run
Billy Cruse, a former Allis-Chalmers service rep. in
Mississippi came out to see Buddy Barr cut with his
S88 combine. He pulled into a field and told the owner
who was waiting for a fleet of Deere’s “ let me cut for
a day-look at our progress and product-and if you are
not satisfied, you owe us nothing. If we perform, we
want your 20,000 acres.”
At the end of the day Buddy Jr. took a deep breath
and asked the land owner who, along with 20 others
had followed the combines all day,
“Well, do we cut tomorrow or load up?"- after a long
pause looking eye to eye the owner slowly smiled
and said, "we called the Deere guys... and told them
we had made other arrangements." To hear Billy’s
southern drawl tell the story was precious.

New Gleaner Command
Series Corn Heads
Impress at Fall Demos
The new 3300 Command™ Series corn head was
launched at the Farm Progress Show in Decatur,
Illinois with great fanfare and very impressive results
in the field. Farmers watching it, were very impressed
18 ◂

Great Features on the
New Gleaner 9255 draper
header
At the Gleaner S9 Launch in Hesston, we launched
the new Gleaner 9255 draper headers with some
great new features that add to our 8-inches of cutter
hydraulic travel, integrated 12 degrees of hydraulic tilt
with mechanical driven cutter bar and draper belts.
In order to improve feeding, Gleaner has designed its
own single piece reel which is durable and incorporates
a unique S cam track design making it easier to adjust
the performance based on the conditions. Improved
end shield width, new flywheel sickle drive is more
stronger and with improved reliability. This allows
our end skids and header end panel to be reduced
by 3 inches on each end. The decrease in width
reduces grain damage and loss in uncut standing
crop. We have incorporated an improved skid design
and incorporating a single height skid design and
optimized cutter bar angle as well.

This is the best time to upgrade to
the all-new Gleaner S9 Series.
Purchase your new Gleaner S9 Series BEFORE JANUARY 31, 2016
and receive the new deluxe Vision™ cab upgrade which includes:
VISION™ CAB WITH HEATED ADJUSTABLE MIRRORS
PREMIER™ HEATED AND COOLED SEAT
HEATED/COOLED STORAGE AREA
(4) KICKER™ BRAND SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFER

0% for 24 months available on
Gleaner S9 Series combines
Contact your Gleaner dealer before January 31, 2016 for details.

420 W. Lincoln Blvd., PO Box 969
Hesston, KS 67062

You don’t farm just for you.
You work from sunup to sundown not just for today, but for the generations to come. You have
plans for your farm’s future, and we’ve created the combine to help you get there, with performance and conservation.
The next-generation Gleaner features our new Vision™ cab with unparalleled control, comfort
and convenience. With next-generation powertrain, SmartCooling™ and feeding, the Gleaner S9
Series is the perfect combine to make your farming legacy what you want. You can learn more at
gleanercombines.com or from your Gleaner dealer.

We are happy to send you the Gleaner newsletter, but if you wish not to receive it, call us at

